
 

Board Action Form 

MEETING DATE:  September 2, 2021 

AGENDA ITEM:  6E 

PRESENTER:  David Dickinson 

SUBJECT:  General Managers Report 

 

1.) Water loss: We are holding steady with leak repairs. July’s lost and unaccounted for water was at 25%.  Ground 

penetrating radar searching has been put on hold due to heavy rains and extra wet conditions interfering with 

the signal. 

 

2.) We are still gathering well sounding, pumping data, and crunching the numbers in order to get a better forecast 

on the moratorium situation, and expect to have more detailed information by the next Board meeting. 

 

3.) We are actively seeking out new water share agreements.  We are designing a basic template for the process to 

make it a little easier to understand and it should be available later this month. We are also restructuring our 

water conservation program and should have that available later this month as well. 

 

4.) We have been in touch with ASU and NAU Geophysics departments as well as SRP in order to gather as much 

information as possible for the Strawberry deep well project. We are still collecting drilling logs and hydrographs 

from ADWR to aid in research as well. 

 

5.) Paving has wrapped up in Portal 3 and elsewhere. 

 

6.) The Cools Pines Projects A, B & C: We are expecting kick off of B & C sometime in October.  EPS has completed 

their pot holing for Cool Pines A. We hope to keep the construction continually rolling, from one project to the 

next once they get started. 

 

7.) Woodland Heights: plans are at 30% and have been reviewed by our staff, our operations Supervisor and me and 

we are currently drawing up the preliminary connection details for this project this week.  

 

8.) Working with ADEQ to wrap up some unfinished compliance notifications from the last year.  All the samples 

have been taken and passed and it’s just a paperwork issue at this point. Also, last year the twenty lead samples 

that were taken all passed, The results letters are going out this week to the individual homes that were sampled. 

 

9.) We have started rotating in two field crewmembers from the field for water certification training as often as 

possible. 
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